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Multipotent progenitors and hematopoietic stem cells arise independently during
the endothelial to hematopoietic transition in the early mouse embryo
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SUMMARY
During embryogenesis, waves of hematopoietic progenitors develop from hemogenic
endothelium (HE) prior to the emergence of self-renewing hematopoietic stem cells
(HSC). Although previous studies have shown that yolk sac-derived erythromyeloid
progenitors and HSC emerge from distinct populations of HE, it remains unknown
whether the earliest lymphoid-competent progenitors, multipotent progenitors, and HSC
originate from common HE. Here we demonstrate by clonal assays and single cell
transcriptomics that rare HE with functional HSC potential in the early murine embryo
are distinct from more abundant HE with multilineage hematopoietic potential that fail to
generate HSC. Specifically, HSC-competent HE are characterized by expression of
CXCR4 surface marker and by higher expression of genes tied to arterial programs
regulating HSC dormancy and self-renewal. Together, these findings suggest a revised
model of developmental hematopoiesis in which the initial populations of multipotent
progenitors and HSC arise independently from HE with distinct phenotypic and
transcriptional properties.

KEYWORDS: Hematopoietic stem cell (HSC); multipotent hematopoietic progenitor
(MPP); para-aortic splanchnopleura (P-Sp); aorta-gonad-mesonephros (AGM);
developmental hematopoiesis; hemogenic endothelium (HE); single cell RNAsequencing, self-renewal potential
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INTRODUCTION
Hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) possess simultaneous multilineage and selfrenewal capacity and are defined by their ability to reconstitute the entire hematopoietic
system upon transplantation to a conditioned host. HSC emerge during embryonic
development from a specialized subset of endothelial cells (EC) with hematopoietic
potential, known as hemogenic endothelium (HE). This endothelial-to-hematopoietic
transition (EHT) produces the first transplantable HSC by murine embryonic day 10.511 (E10.5-11) within arterial vessels including the aorta of the para-aorticsplanchnopleura/aorta-gonad-mesonephros region (P-Sp/AGM) and the vitelline and
umbilical arteries (de Bruijn et al., 2000; Medvinsky and Dzierzak, 1996; Müller et al.,
1994). Prior to the emergence of HSC, however, several distinct waves of
hematopoiesis provide the developing embryo with its initial functioning blood cells. The
first of these, referred to as the primitive and erythromyeloid progenitor (EMP) waves,
emerge in the yolk sac and are primarily restricted to the production of erythroid,
megakaryocytic, and myeloid progeny (Palis, 2016). These waves lack significant
lymphoid potential, which emerges during a third wave of hematopoiesis that produces
lympho-myeloid progenitors (LMP), multipotent progenitors (MPP), and ultimately HSC
(Böiers et al., 2013; Hadland and Yoshimoto, 2018; Inlay et al., 2014). Since clonal
MPP are detectable prior to HSC emergence, it has been postulated that they give rise
to HSC following their acquisition of additional properties necessary for HSC function,
such as self-renewal (Inlay et al., 2014). However, this remains to be formally
determined, as initial MPP activity has not been clonally linked to later HSC fate, and
surface markers that can prospectively distinguish HE with HSC potential from those
generating various categories of multilineage progenitors have not been identified. To
explore this, we employed single cell index sorting of hemogenic precursors to coculture with AGM-derived endothelial cells (AGM-ECs) and assays for HSC and
multilineage potential. We previously reported that this co-culture system supports the
formation of multilineage-engrafting HSC from P-Sp/AGM-derived HE isolated as early
as E9 (Hadland et al., 2017; Hadland et al., 2018; Hadland et al., 2015). Focusing our
analysis on HE clonally isolated from E9-E10 P-Sp/AGM at the onset of EHT, we found
that CXCR4 expression distinguishes HSC-competent HE from progenitor-restricted
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HE, including a subset with in vitro multilineage potential. Single-cell RNA sequencing
(scRNAseq) demonstrated that Cxcr4-expressing HE are simultaneously enriched in
expression of arterial-specific genes and HSC self-renewal genes controlling dormancy
and cell cycle, compared to the more abundant Cxcr4-negative HE. Altogether, our
studies suggest a model in which the earliest MPP and HSC emerge independently
from phenotypically and transcriptionally distinct populations of HE, which has important
implications for longstanding efforts to generate HSC from pluripotent stem cells.
RESULTS
CXCR4 expression marks rare clonal HE with HSC potential in the early embryo
Using AGM-EC co-culture and transplantation assays, we previously
demonstrated that long-term HSC activity within the P-Sp/AGM-derived VE-Cadherin+
population between E9 and E11.5 is largely restricted to cells co-expressing EPCR and
CD61 (henceforth referred to as the V+E+61+ population) (Hadland et al., 2021; Hadland
et al., 2017; Hadland et al., 2018). Employing our previously described method of
single-cell index sorting to AGM-EC co-culture followed by immunophenotypic analysis
of HSC activity—defined by VE-Cadherin-/loGr1-F4/80-Sca-1+EPCRhi phenotype, a
reliable surrogate for multilineage engraftment potential in this assay (Hadland et al.,
2017; Hadland et al., 2018)—we determined that the majority of clonal V+E+61+
hemogenic precursors (defined here as CFC, colony-forming cells) isolated between E9
and E10 generate hematopoietic progenitor cells (HPC-CFC) lacking HSC activity,
whereas those with HSC potential (HSC-CFC) are rare (Figure 1A-B). If HE with cellintrinsic HSC potential constitute a distinct population from HE that lack HSC potential,
we hypothesized that they may be prospectively isolated based on expression of unique
surface markers. Previous studies have shown that arterial markers DLL4 and CD44
are expressed by HE in the P-Sp/AGM, but do not necessarily distinguish HE with HSC
potential from those restricted to progenitor fates at this early stage (Hadland et al.,
2017; Oatley et al., 2020). We hypothesized that another arterial marker, CXCR4, may
better predict HSC potential given our recent observation that its canonical ligand,
CXCL12, is required for the generation of HSC (but not progenitors) from P-Sp/AGMderived hemogenic precursors in a stroma-free engineered niche (Hadland et al., 2021),
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and that CXCR4 is heterogeneously expressed within the V+E+61+ population of the
E9.5 P-Sp/AGM which is enriched in arterial markers DLL4 and CD44 (Figure 1C).
To investigate whether expression of CXCR4 distinguishes clonal HSC
precursors, we isolated V+E+61+ cells from E9-E10 P-Sp/AGM for single-cell index
sorting to AGM-EC co-culture (Figure 1A). Correlating phenotypic HSC output following
co-culture with the initial index phenotype of each V+E+61+ starting cell, we show that
the rare hemogenic precursors (including CD41-CD43-CD45- HE) with HSC potential
(HSC-CFC) typically express CXCR4, whereas the majority of HPC-CFC lack CXCR4
expression (Figure 1D, F, G, Figure S1A, B). Based on our previous studies of clonal
HSC precursors at this early stage, HSC-CFC as defined by immunophenotype can be
heterogenous in regards to long-term multilineage engraftment in vivo (Hadland et al.,
2017). Thus, to validate clonal CXCR4+ HSC-CSF included functional long-term HSC,
we assessed a subset of the HSC-by-phenotype colonies through transplant and
confirmed their multilineage engraftment potential in vivo (Figure 1E, Supplementary
Table 1A). In addition, when we sorted and separately transplanted the CXCR4+ and
CXCR4- fractions of the E9-9.5 P-Sp/AGM-derived V+E+ population in bulk (Figure S1C,
D) we confirmed that HSC potential was confined to the CXCR4+ subset, whereas the
CXCR4- fraction generated phenotypic HPC that lacked significant multilineage
engraftment (Figure 1H, Figure S1E, Supplementary Table 1B). Altogether, these
findings show that CXCR4 expression marks rare HSC-competent HE in the early
embryo.
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Figure 1. CXCR4 expression marks rare clonal HE with HSC potential in the early
murine embryo. A. Methodology for index sorting of single P-Sp-derived V+E+61+ cells
to co-culture on AGM-EC and subsequent analysis to assess HSC potential detected by
immunophenotype (CD45+VE-Cadherin-/loGr1-F4/80-Sca-1+EPCRhi). B. HSC colonyforming cells (HSC-CFC) and HPC colony-forming cells (HPC-CFC) detected across 7
independent experiments from E9-E10 (19-30 sp). Error bars show mean +/- SEM. C.
Expression of CXCR4, CD44, and DLL4 in the VE-Cadherin+ population and the
V+E+61+ subset of E9.5 (29 sp) P-Sp. Blue histograms indicate isotype controls. D.
Correlation of clonal HSC-CFC and HPC-CFC potential with expression CXCR4 on
individual index-sorted V+E+61+ cells at E9.5 (26-29 sp). E. Donor-derived peripheral
blood (PB) engraftment of clonal progeny of HSC-CFC in (D), including B lymphoid
(CD19), T lymphoid (CD3), and myeloid contribution. F. Correlation of clonal HSC-CFC
and HPC-CFC with surface expression of CXCR4 and CD41, CD43, and CD45 on
individual index-sorted V+E+61+ cells at E9.5 (29-30 sp). G. Distribution of CXCR4+ and
CXCR4- HSC-CFC and HPC-CFC detected across 6 independent experiments from E9E10 (19-30 sp). Error bars show mean +/- SEM. H. Donor-derived PB engraftment of
bulk-sorted CXCR4+ and CXCR4- cells within the V+E+ population at E9.5 (22-29 sp).
Error bars show mean +/- SEM; n indicates number of recipient mice. All recipients of
CXCR4+ cells had multilineage engraftment (See also Figure S1, Table S1).
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Clonal HE harboring multilineage hematopoietic activity emerge independently
from HSC-competent HE in the early embryo
Although the majority of E9-E10 P-Sp/AGM-derived V+E+61+ HE generate HPC
lacking multilineage engraftment potential, the lineage potentials of clonal HPC-CFC
within this population remain undefined. In accordance with recent literature, we
hypothesized that HPC-CFC detected in our co-culture system are precursors to the
initial wave of LMP that are proposed to be HSC-independent (Böiers et al., 2013; Zhu
et al., 2020). Clonal precursors with in vitro multilineage hematopoietic potential have
also been identified in the E9-10 yolk sac and P-Sp/AGM (Inlay et al., 2014), and were
postulated to represent HSC precursors that acquire definitive HSC fate upon further
maturation (thus equivalent to HSC-CFC in our assays).
To investigate this, we explored the in vitro lineage potentials of clonal E9-10
HPC-CFC following AGM-EC co-culture by secondary colony-forming unit (CFU) assays
(to screen for erythroid and myeloid potential) and co-culture with OP9 or OP9-DLL4
stromal cells (to assess B- and T-lymphoid potential, respectively) (Figure 2A). Notably,
we observed a variety of lineage-restricted potentials beyond LMP, including
erythromyeloid and myeloid-only, from HPC-CFC expressing hematopoietic markers
CD41, CD43, and/or CD45, as well as from HPC-CFC with HE phenotype (CD41-CD43CD45-) and HPC-CFC expressing arterial marker CD44 (Oatley et al., 2020) (Figure 2BD, Figure S2A, B). We also detected HPC-CFC with multipotent hematopoietic potential
(MPP-CFC) that are mostly CXCR4-, are more abundant than HSC-CFC, and fail to
generate phenotypic or functionally engrafting HSC following AGM-EC culture (Figure
2B-D, Figure S2A, B, and data not shown). These data demonstrate the unexpected
existence of a unique population of MPP-competent HE that lack cell-intrinsic properties
necessary for HSC fate.
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Figure 2. Clonal HE harboring multilineage hematopoietic activity emerge
independently from HSC-competent HE in the early embryo. A. Methodology for
analysis of in vitro hematopoietic lineage potential of clonal progeny of HPC-CFC.
Representative images of erythroid colony forming unit (CFU-E) (20X), macrophage
colony forming unit (CFU-M) (20X), and granulocyte-monocyte colony forming unit
(CFU-GM) (4X) shown. B-C. Correlation of clonal hematopoietic lineage potential with
CXCR4, CD41, CD43, CD44, and CD45 expression of individual HPC-CFC from E9.5
P-Sp (26-28 sp). Multipotent (MPP-CFC), lymphomyeloid (LMP-CFC), erythromyeloid
(EMP-CFC), and myeloid colony-forming cells (Myeloid-CFC). No colony/unknown
(gray) indicates absence of detectable hematopoietic output following AGM-EC or
secondary CFU/OP9 assays. D. Total progenitor CFC within the V+E+61+ population per
P-Sp detected across 5 independent experiments from E9 to E10 (19-30 sp). Error bars
show mean +/- SEM. (See also Figure S2).
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Single cell RNA-sequencing identifies the transcriptional signature of Cxcr4expressing HSC-competent HE
Based on our finding that CXCR4 expression identifies rare clonal HSCcompetent HE in the V+E+61+ population, we leveraged single cell transcriptomics to
investigate the transcriptional landscape of hemogenic precursors differentially
expressing Cxcr4, hypothesizing that Cxcr4 expression would reveal the unique
transcriptional state of HE with HSC potential. To this end, we dissected P-Sp from E99.5 embryos and sorted V+E+61+ cells for scRNAseq (Figure S3A-B). Using the
Monocle3 analysis toolkit (Cao et al., 2019), we performed dimensionality reduction by
UMAP and unsupervised clustering of the single cell transcriptomes (Figure 3A, Figure
S3C-D). After removing clusters expressing somite-specific genes (presumed to
represent a population of contaminating cells detected in the post-sort analysis, Figure
S3A, E), cells in the remaining clusters expressed EC marker Cdh5 (VE-Cadherin) and
were heterogeneous for genes associated with arterial EC and HE (Figure 3B),
consistent with immunophenotypic and functional analysis of V+E+61+ cells (Figure 1-2).
A small cluster (23) expressing markers of mature HPC (Ptprc/CD45, Flt3, etc) was also
identified (Figure 3B, Figure S3F). To identify clusters associated with Cxcr4
expression, we classified the clusters in UMAP space based on threshold detection of
Cxcr4 transcript in single cells in each cluster (Figure 3C). We then classified cells
according to type on the basis of known marker genes using Garnett (Pliner et al.,
2019), assigning cells as unspecified EC, early and mature arterial EC, HE, and HPC
(Figure 3D). Cxcr4-negative clusters were enriched in unspecified EC, early arterial EC,
and HPC, whereas Cxcr4-positive clusters were enriched in mature arterial EC (Figure
3D). Both clusters contained HE, with fewer in the Cxcr4-positive clusters relative to the
Cxcr4-negative clusters (Figure 3D), which is consistent with the relative frequencies of
clonal CFC between CXCR4+ and CXCR4- subsets of the V+61+E+ population in our
single cell index assays (Figure 1D, F, Figure S1A, B). We next examined the relative
aggregate expression (gene-set score) of published arterial EC-specific genes
(Aranguren et al., 2013; Luo et al., 2021; Xu et al., 2018). As expected, these gene-set
scores were highest in cells transcriptionally classified as mature arterial EC.
Furthermore, Cxcr4-positive HE had significantly higher arterial EC gene-set scores
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than Cxcr4-negative HE (Figure 3E, Figure S3G). We also examined previously
published HSC-specific signature gene sets from E11 AGM (Vink et al., 2020) and adult
bone marrow (Cabezas-Wallscheid et al., 2017; Chambers et al., 2007; RodriguezFraticelli et al., 2020; Wilson et al., 2015). Remarkably, we found that these gene-set
scores followed a similar pattern to that of arterial EC-specific genes (peaking in mature
arterial EC), and were significantly higher in Cxcr4-positive HE than in Cxcr4-negative
HE (Figure 3E, Figure S3G). When we examined expression of genes recently reported
as specific to HSC-primed HE in the P-Sp/AGM (Hou et al., 2020), this gene-set score
peaked in HE cell type in our data, as expected. However, it was significantly higher in
Cxcr4-negative compared with Cxcr4-positive HE, suggesting that this gene set is not
necessarily specific to HE with HSC competence at this early stage, but is also
expressed by HE restricted to multilineage progenitor fates (Figure 3E).
As a complementary approach to identify genes enriched in the Cxcr4-positive
clusters in our scRNAseq data, we next determined modules of genes that vary as a
function of pseudotime (Cao et al., 2019; Trapnell et al., 2014) (Figure 3F). This
analysis revealed two unique gene modules (9 and 15) whose expression patterns
correlate with regions of UMAP containing Cxcr4-positive and Cxcr4-negative HE,
respectively (Figure 3G, Figure S3H). Significantly upregulated genes in module 9
include Cxcr4, along with arterial EC-specific genes and several genes required for
HSC self-renewal (including H19, Mecom, Cdkn1c, Igf2, and Txnip) (Jeong et al., 2009;
Kataoka et al., 2011; Matsumoto et al., 2011; Thomas et al., 2016; Venkatraman et al.,
2013) (Figure 3G, left panel, and Table S2). In contrast, module 15 is enriched in genes
associated with EHT and definitive hematopoiesis—including, notably, 10 of the 11 HEspecific signature genes identified by Hou et al. (2020) (Figure 3G, right panel and
Table S2).
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Figure 3. Single cell RNA-sequencing identifies the transcriptional signature of
Cxcr4-expressing HSC-competent HE. A. UMAP and cluster analysis of scRNAseq
data from E9-9.5 P-Sp-derived V+E+61+ cells. B. Gene expression heatmap for panendothelial marker VE-Cadherin (Cdh5), EPCR (Procr), Cxcr4, and selected transcripts
used for cell type classification in (D). C. Classification of clusters based on Cxcr4
transcript detected in >5% of cells in each cluster from (A). D. Left: Cell type
classification by Garnett based on marker genes (see methods for marker genes).
Right: Distribution of cell types among Cxcr4+ and Cxcr4- clusters and quantification of
HE cell type within Cxcr4+ and Cxcr4- clusters. E. Left: Heatmap of gene-set scores for
signature gene sets defining arterial EC (Xu et al., 2018), HSC (Wilson et al., 2015), and
HE (Hou et al., 2020). Right: Violin plots of gene-set scores by cell type, and by Cxcr4+
vs Cxcr4- HE. P values indicate Wilcoxon rank-sum test. F. Pseudotime trajectory. G.
Heatmaps for expression scores of gene modules that co-vary over pseudotime. Gene
modules 9 and 15 are depicted with selected subset of representative genes from each
(See also Figure S3, Table S3).
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Finally, we applied regression analysis to identify genes that are differentially
expressed between Cxcr4-positive and Cxcr4-negative HE (adjusted p value <0.05,
Table S4). Gene ontology analysis identified enrichment of genes in Cxcr4-positive HE
associated with angiogenesis, cell motility, and adhesion, whereas Cxr4-negative HE
were enriched in genes associated with protein synthesis, metabolic activity, and
proliferation (Figure S4A, B, Table S4). Remarkably, genes enriched in Cxcr4-positive
HE showed substantial overlap with published E11 AGM HSC signature genes (Vink et
al., 2020) and adult HSC signature genes, particularly those identified as specific to
dormant HSC (Cabezas-Wallscheid et al., 2017), compared with Cxcr4-negative HE
(Figure S4C, D). Furthermore, among the genes specifically enriched in Cxcr4-positive
HE were many with established roles in HSC dormancy and self-renewal, including
H19, Cdkn1c, Ndn (Necdin), Mecom, Cd81, Eng (Endoglin), and Igf2 (Asai et al., 2012;
Borges et al., 2019; Goyama et al., 2008; Kataoka et al., 2011; Lin et al., 2011;
Matsumoto et al., 2011; Thomas et al., 2016; Venkatraman et al., 2013). Indeed,
expression of these genes, as well as aggregated gene expression of a larger set of
published HSC self-renewal/dormancy regulators, demonstrated a similar pattern to
arterial EC and HSC signature gene sets, peaking in arterial EC and Cxcr4-positive HE,
and significantly decreasing in Cxcr4-negative HE (Figure 4A-B). Notably, expression of
HSC self-renewal genes correlates closely with expression of arterial EC genes, as do
AGM and adult HSC signature genes, suggesting a close link between early arterial
programs and HSC-specifying programs in HSC-competent HE (Figure S4E).
Consistent with the established role of identified HSC self-renewal genes in
regulating dormancy by inhibiting cell cycle entry, Cxcr4-positive HE exhibit a
significantly lower proliferation index—a transcriptional measure of cell cycle activity—
than Cxcr4-negative HE (Figure 4C). Moreover, proliferative status is associated with
expression of Myc pathway genes that promote cell cycle and metabolic activity (Luo et
al., 2021). Cxcr4-negative HE express higher levels of Myc pathway genes that
correlate with HE-specific gene expression (Hou et al., 2020) (Figure 4D, Figure S4F,
G). In contrast, Cxcr4-positive HE express lower levels of Myc genes together with
higher Dll4-dependent arterial EC genes and genes associated with dormancy
programs (such as embryonic diapause and senescence) (Dhimolea et al., 2021; Duy et
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al., 2021) (Figure 4D, Figure S4F, G). Altogether, these studies identify the unique
molecular signature of HSC-competent HE, supporting a model in which arterial
endothelial-associated genes promoting transient dormancy and cell cycle inhibition
function as early determinants of HSC fate by establishing self-renewal programs
necessary to endow HE with HSC potential (Figure 4E).
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Figure 4. Acquisition of self-renewal programs defining HSC potential. A. Violin
plots of HSC self-renewal genes identified by differential gene expression between
Cxcr4+ and Cxcr4- HE. B. UMAP heatmap (left) and violin plots (right) of gene-set
scores for published HSC self-renewal genes. C. UMAP heatmap (left) and violin plots
(right) of proliferation index. D. UMAP heatmap (left) and violin plots (right) of gene-set
scores for Dll4-regulated Myc pathway genes (Luo et al., 2021). E. Model depicting
distinct waves of multilineage progenitors and HSC derived from HE distinguished by
relative expression of genes driving self-renewal tied to arterial maturation and genes
driving EHT. Image Created with BioRender.com. (See also Figure S4, Tables S3, S4).
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DISCUSSION
In this study, we provide several novel insights into the acquisition of HSC fate
during embryonic development. First, we demonstrate that clonal HE with HSC potential
can be prospectively distinguished from more abundant HE that lack HSC potential by
CXCR4 surface expression, suggesting that cell intrinsic properties necessary for HSC
competence are already established at the level of HE in the early P-Sp/AGM. Next, we
provide evidence of clonal HE with multilineage hematopoietic progenitor activity that
are distinct from HSC-competent HE, identifying an early wave of previously
unappreciated HSC-independent MPP activity and suggesting a novel paradigm in
which the acquisition of multilineage hematopoietic potential is initially uncoupled from
HSC potential in HE at this stage in development (Figure 4E). These findings have
important implications for efforts to generate HSC from pluripotent stem cells (PSC),
accounting for the observation that PSC-derived HE can clonally generate multilineage
hematopoietic progenitors in the absence of HSC potential (Ditadi et al., 2015).
Finally, we used single cell transcriptomics to gain insight into the transcriptional
programs that regulate the HSC potential of HE, demonstrating that the Cxcr4expressing subset of HE is enriched in genes required for HSC self-renewal which are
closely associated with arterial transcriptional programs. Notably, we and others have
recently shown that the retention of arterial endothelial transcriptional signatures is a
key feature that distinguishes pre-HSC and the first engrafting HSC from more
differentiated hematopoietic progenitors in the later (E10.5-E11.5) AGM (Hadland et al.,
2021; Vink et al., 2020). Another recent study used single cell approaches to identify a
set of genes that distinguish “HSC-primed” HE from non-hemogenic arterial EC in the PSp/AGM (Hou et al., 2020); however, we found that this set of genes is more highly
expressed in Cxcr4-negative HE than in the Cxcr4-positive HE that possess HSC
potential. Thus, these genes likely represent early markers and/or drivers of
multilineage hematopoiesis during EHT in the E9-9.5 P-Sp/AGM rather than specific
markers of HSC fate. In contrast, our data suggest that HSC-competence is uniquely
defined by the balanced expression of these HE-specific genes together with HSC selfrenewal factors tied to arterial transcriptional programs, implying that the precise timing
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and dynamic modulation of signals promoting arterial maturation of HE and those
driving EHT may be essential to enable HSC fate (Figure 4E).
Our results also suggest that transient dormancy characterized by delayed cell
cycle entry and low metabolic activity may be a feature of HSC-competent HE in the
early P-Sp/AGM, based on the lower expression of cell cycle and Myc pathway genes,
and higher expression of known HSC cell cycle regulators such as Mecom, Necdin, and
Cdkn1c (Kataoka et al., 2011; Kustikova et al., 2013; Matsumoto et al., 2011). This is
consistent with studies in Fucci reporter mice, in which HSC precursor activity is
restricted to cells in G0/G1 at E9.5 but is subsequently detected in actively cycling cells
in the E10.5-11.5 AGM (Batsivari et al., 2017). Future studies are required to identify a
precise mechanism linking metabolic and proliferative dormancy to HSC fate during HE
specification. Interestingly, a reversible dormancy state mediated by Myc pathway
inhibition has been implicated in embryonic diapause, maintenance of adult HSC, and
resistance of cancer cells to chemotherapy, and Myc pathway inhibition was also
recently shown to regulate arterial EC fate downstream of Dll4-Notch signaling
(Cabezas-Wallscheid et al., 2017; Dhimolea et al., 2021; Duy et al., 2021; Luo et al.,
2021; Scognamiglio et al., 2016). Notch signaling has also been implicated in arterial
EC fate by promoting cell cycle arrest via a GJA4-CDKN1B axis downstream of blood
flow (Fang et al., 2017) and CXCL12-CXCR4 signaling is also known to promote adult
HSC quiescence (Nie et al., 2008), suggesting additional potential mechanisms.
Interestingly, Porcheri and colleagues (Porcheri et al., 2020) recently demonstrated a
role for the Notch ligand DLL4 in inhibiting recruitment of HE to nascent intra-aortic
hematopoietic clusters in the AGM. Combined with our current studies, this suggests a
model in which DLL4-mediated Notch activation could transiently delay EHT from a
subset of Cxcr4-expressing HE in the E9-9.5 P-Sp, promoting further maturation of
arterial programs that we show are closely associated with expression of HSC selfrenewal/dormancy genes. This model would account for the sequential emergence of
MPP/HPC activity in the E9-10 P-Sp that lack self-renewal/engraftment properties
followed by a burst of pre-HSC/HSC activity peaking between E10.5 and E11.5 (Figure
4E) (Hadland et al., 2021; Rybtsov et al., 2016). It further suggests the need for precise
temporal modulation of Notch activity and downstream arterial-associated pathways to
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enable HSC fate, which may be critical for efforts to generate HSC from pluripotent
stem cells. Altogether, our studies shift the current paradigm of developmental
hematopoiesis by revealing a previously unappreciated wave of MPP that emerges from
HE independently of HSC, and further provide new insight into the transcriptional
mechanisms of self-renewal acquisition required for HSC fate.
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STAR METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE

SOURCE

IDENTIFIER

eBioscience

Cat#46-2012-80;

Antibodies
CD201 (EPCR) Anti-mouse Monoclonal
Antibody PerCP-eFluor710 Clone

RRID:AB_10718383

eBio1560
CD61 Anti-mouse/rat Monoclonal Antibody Biolegend

Cat#104316;

APC Clone 2C9.G2

RRID:AB_2561734

CD144 (VE-cadherin) Anti-mouse

eBioscience

Monoclonal Antibody PE-Cyanine7 Clone

Cat#25-1441-82;
RRID:AB_2573402

eBioBV13
CD45 Anti-mouse Monoclonal Antibody

eBioscience

Cat#11-0451-85;

FITC Clone 30-F11

RRID:AB_465051

CD184 (CXCR4) Anti-mouse Monoclonal Invitrogen

Cat#12-9991-81;

Antibody PE Clone 2B11

RRID:AB_891393

CD41 Anti-mouse Monoclonal

BD Biosciences

Antibody FITC Clone MWReg30
CD43 Anti-mouse Monoclonal

RRID:AB_395085
eBioscience

Antibody FITC Clone eBioR2/60
CD44 Anti-mouse Monoclonal

Cat#11-0431-82;
RRID:AB_465040

eBioscience

Antibody APC Clone IM7
Rat IgG2b kappa Isotype Control

Cat#553848;

Cat#17-0441-82;
RRID:AB_469390

BD Pharmingen

Cat#553989;

Antibody PE Clone A95-1

RRID:AB_10049479

Rat IgG1 kappa Isotype Control Antibody BD Pharmingen

Cat#553924;

FITC Clone R3-34

RRID:AB_479706

Rat

eBioscience

IgM kappa Isotype Control Antibody FITC

Cat#11-4341-82;
RRID:AB_470017

Clone eBRM
Rat IgG2b kappa Isotype Control

BD Pharmingen
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Antibody FITC Clone A95-1

RRID:AB_479619

Rat IgG2b kappa Isotype Control Antibody BD Pharmingen

Cat#553991;

APC Clone A95-1

RRID:AB_10050405

DLL4 Anti-mouse Mononclonal Antibody

Biolegend

PE Clone HMD4-1
Armenian Hamster IgG Isotype Control

RRID:AB_2092983
eBioscience

Antibody PE Clone eBio299Arm
Ly-6G and LY6C (Gr-1) Rat Anti-mouse

Cat#130808;
Cat#12-4888-81;
RRID:AB_470073

BD Pharmingen

Monoclonal Antibody FITC Clone RB6-

Cat#553127;
RRID:AB_394643

8C5
F4/80 Anti-mouse Monoclonal Antibody

eBioscience

FITC Clone BM8
CD45 Anti-mouse Monoclonal

Cat#553127;
RRID:AB_2637191

eBioscience

Antibody PerCP-Cyanine5.5 Clone 30-

Cat#45-0451-82;
RRID:AB_1107002

F11
CD201 (EPCR) Anti-mouse Monoclonal

eBioscience

Antibody PE Clone eBio1560
Ly-6A/E (Sca-1) Anti-mouse Monoclonal

RRID:AB_914317
eBioscience

Antibody APC Clone D7
CD93 (AA4.1) Anti-mouse Monoclonal

eBioscience
BD Pharmingen
BD Pharmingen
eBioscience

Cat#47-011282;
RRID:AB_1603193

BD Pharmingen

Antibody PE Clone 53-6.7
CD4 Anti-mouse Monoclonal

Cat#553093;
RRID:AB_394622

Antibody APC-eFluor780 Clone M1/70
CD8a Anti-mouse Monoclonal

Cat#550992;
RRID:AB_398483

Antibody PerCP Clone RAB-6B2
CD11b Anti-mouse Monoclonal

Cat#12-5892-81;
RRID:AB_466017

Antibody APC Clone 1D3
CD45R (B220) Ant-mouse Monoclonal

Cat#17-5981-82;
RRID:AB_469487

Antibody PE Clone AA4.1
CD19 Anti-mouse Monoclonal

Cat#12-2012-82;

Cat#553033;
RRID:AB_394571

BD Pharmingen
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Antibody PerCP Clone RM4-5
CD25 Anti-mouse Monoclonal

RRID:AB_394587
BD Pharmingen

Antibody PE-Cyanine7 Clone PC61
Rat IgG2a kappa Isotype Control

RRID:AB_394509
BD Pharmingen

Antibody PerCP Clone R35-95
Rat IgG2b kappa Isotype Control

Cat#552880;
Cat#553933;
RRID:AB_10056901

BD Pharmingen

Cat#552773;

Antibody APC-Cy7 Clone A95-1

RRID:AB_394459

Rat IgG1 kappa Isotype Control Antibody eBioscience

Cat#25-4301-82;

PE-Cyanine7, Clone eBRG1

RRID:AB_470198

Rat IgG2a kappa Isotype Control

eBioscience

Antibody PE Clone eBR2a
Rat IgG2b kappa Isotype Control

Cat#12-4321-80;
RRID:AB_1834380

Biolegend

Antibody PerCP-

Cat#400632
RRID:AB_893677

Cyanine5.5 Clone RTK4530
Rat IgG2a kappa Isotype Control

BD Pharmingen

Antibody APC Clone R35-95
Rat IgG2a kappa Isotype Control

Cat#553932;
RRID:AB_479720

eBioscience

Cat#47-4321-82

Antibody APC-eFluor 780 Clone eBR2a

RRID:AB_11063700

CD45.1 Anti-mouse Monoclonal Antibody eBioscience

Cat#25-0453-82

PE-Cyanine7 Clone A20

RRID:AB_469629

CD45.2 Anti-mouse Monoclonal

eBioscience

Antibody APC-eFluor 780 Clone 104
CD3 Rat Anti-Mouse Monoclonal

RRID:AB_1272175
BD Pharmingen

Antibody FITC Clone 17A2
F4/80 Anti-mouse Monoclonal

Biolegend

Cat#123110
RRID:AB_893486

BD Pharmingen

PerCP-Cyanine5.5 Clone RB6-8C5
CD19 Anti-Mouse Monoclonal Antibody

Cat#555274
RRID:AB_395698

Antibody PE Clone BM8
Ly-6G and Ly-6C (Gr-1) Rat Anti-Mouse

Cat#47-0454-82

Cat#552093
RRID:AB_394334

Biolegend

APC Clone 1D3

Cat#152410
RRID:AB_2629839
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Bacterial and Virus Strains
Lentivirus containing Myr-Akt
Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins
X-Vivo20

Lonza

Cat#04-448Q

Recombinant Murine SCF

Peprotech

Cat#250-03

Recombinant Murine IL-3

Peprotech

Cat#213-13

Recombinant Human TPO

Preprotech

Cat#300-18

Human Flt3-Ligand

Miltenyi Biotec

Cat#130-096-479

Human IL7

Miltenyi Biotec

Cat#130-095-363

Fetal Bovine Serum

ThermoFisher

Special order
characterized lot

Dulbecco’s Phosphate Buffered Saline

Gibco

Cat#14190-144

(PBS)
Collagenase Type 1 (0.25%)

Stemcell Technolo Cat#07902
gies

Anti-mouse CD16/32 (FcR block)

BD Biosciences

Cat#553141

MEM alpha

Gibco

Cat# 12561056

Penicillin/StreptoMycin (100X)

Gibco

Cat# 15140-122

TrypLE Express

Gibco

Cat#12605-028

Methocult GF M3434

Stemcell Technolo Cat#03434
gies

EmbryoMax 0.1% Gelatin solution

MilliporeSigma

Cat#ES006B

DAPI

Millipore

Cat#268298

Iscove’s Modified Dulbecco’s Medium

Gibco

Cat#12440-053

Heparin

Sigma

Cat# H3149-100KU

L-Glutamine

Stemcell Technolo Cat#7100

(IMDM)

gies
Endothelial Mitogen *No longer available— Alfa Aesar
substitute with rm VEGF, rm FGF, rm IGF,
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rm EGF
Recombinant Murine VEGF

Peprotech

Cat# 450-32

Recombinant Murine FGF

Peprotech

Cat# 450-33

Recombinant Murine IGF

Peprotech

Cat# 250-19

Recombinant Murine EGF

Peprotech

Cat# 315-09

10X Genomics

Cat#120237

Chromium Single Cell B Chip Kit

10X Genomics

Cat#1000073

Chromium i7 Multiplex Kit

10X Genomics

Cat#120262

Illumina NextSeq 550 high-output kit

Illumina

24-well tissue culture plates

Fisher Scientific

Cat#0720084

96-well tissue culture plates

Fisher Scientific

Cat#0720092

48-well tissue culture plates

Fisher Scientific

Cat#0877252

Critical Commercial Assays
Chromium Single Cell 3ʹ GEM, Library &
Gel Bead Kit v2

Deposited Data
Single Cell RNA Seq

This paper

Experimental Models: Cell Lines
AGM-EC

Hadland et al.
2015

OP9-Dll4 cell line

Zúñiga-Pflücker
lab

OP9-GFP cell line

Zúñiga-Pflücker
lab

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains
Mouse: C57BL/6J

Bred in house
(origination:
Jackson
laboratories)

Mouse: C57BL/6.SJL-Ly5.1-Pep3b

Bred in house
(origination:
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Jackson
laboratories)
Recombinant DNA
pCCL-PGK myrAkt

Kobayashi et al.
2010

Software and Algorithms
monocle3 (v.3.2.3.0)
ggplot2 (v 3.3.2)
R (version 3.6.1)
FlowJo version 10.7.1
CellRanger (v 2.1.1)
garnett (v 0.2.15)
ggpubr (v 0.4.0)

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY
Lead Contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and
will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Brandon Hadland (bhadland@fredhutch.org)
Materials Availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents. We are happy to provide AGM-EC
upon request.
Data and Code Availability
Raw sequencing data and Monocle 3 cell data sets have been uploaded to NCBI GEO
(accession number GSE171457). R scripts used for data analysis are available upon
request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Mice
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Wild type C57Bl6/J7 (CD45.2) and congenic C57BL/6.SJL-Ly5.1-Pep3b (CD45.1) mice
were bred at the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center. Male and female
C57Bl6/J7 CD45.2 mice at 8-12 weeks of age were used for timed matings and
transplantation experiments. All animal studies were conducted in accordance with the
NIH guidelines for humane treatment of animals and were approved by the Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee at the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center.
Cell Lines
AGM-derived Akt-EC (AGM-EC)
AGM-EC were generated as previously described (Hadland et al., 2015) and further
detailed in a protocol available at Nature Protocol Exchange
(https://protocolexchange.researchsquare.com/). For reproducibility, AGM-EC from
frozen aliquots of the same derivation were used for all co-culture experiments at less
than passage 15 for experiments in this manuscript. AGM-EC were plated at a density
of 5X105 cells/flask in gelatinized, tissue culture T75 flasks in EC media (consisting of
IMDM with 20% FBS, Penicillin/streptoMycin, Heparin, L-glutamine, and EC mitogen*),
and passaged every 3-4 days when confluent.
*EC mitogen no longer available (see STAR Key Resources Table for details on
substitutes)
OP9/OP9-DLL4 bone marrow stromal cells (OP9 cells)
GFP-expressing OP9 cells and GFP-expressing OP9 stromal cells ectopically
expressing Delta-like 4 (OP9-DLL4 cells) generated by the Zúñiga-Pflücker lab (Schmitt
and Zúñiga-Pflücker, 2006) were used to assay the B- and T-lymphoid potential of
hematopoietic colony cells. OP9 cell lines were plated at a density of 1.6X105 cells/flask
in gelatinized, tissue culture T25 flasks in OP9 media (consisting of aMEM with 20%
FBS, and Penicillin/streptoMycin). Cells were passaged every 3 days (or when
confluent) and used at passage numbers below 13 for co-culture assays.
METHOD DETAILS
Embryo dissections and cell sorting
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Embryonic P-Sp/AGM regions were dissected from embryos harvested from pregnant
C57Bl6/J7 (CD45.2) female mice as previously described (Hadland et al., 2015).
Embryo age was precisely timed by counting somite pairs (sp), defined as follows
(except where more specifically indicated in the figures): E9 (13-20sp), E9.5 (21-29 sp),
and E10 (30-39sp). Dissected P-Sp/AGM tissues were treated with 0.25% collagenase
for 25 minutes at 37°C, pipetted to single cell suspension, and washed with PBS
containing 10% FBS. Cells were pre-incubated with anti-mouse CD16/CD32 (FcRII
block) and stained with monoclonal antibodies as indicated. A detailed list of all
antibodies used is shown in the STAR Key Resources Table. For most experiments, to
isolate hemogenic endothelial populations, a combination of anti-mouse VE-CadherinPECy7, EPCR/CD201-PerCP-eFluor710, and/or CD61-APC were used, with or without
additional anti-mouse antibodies CXCR4 (PE), CD41 (FITC), CD43 (FITC), CD45
(FITC), and CD44 (APC), as indicated in the results section. Relevant isotype control
antibodies were used to set gates. DAPI staining was used to gate out dead cells. All
reagents for cell staining were diluted in PBS with 10% FBS and staining was carried
out on ice or at 4°C. Cells were sorted on a BD FACSAria II equipped with BD
FACSDiva Software with index sorting capability. For index-sorted single cells, sorting
was performed in single cell mode with maximum purity mask settings to minimize
contaminating cells.
AGM-EC co-culture
For co-culture experiments, AGM-EC at passage 15 or less were plated 24-48 hours
prior to initiation of co-culture at a density of 1X104 cells per well to gelatin-treated 96well tissue culture plates for single cell index co-culture or 4X104 cells per 24-well for
bulk co-culture. For single cell index co-culture, AGM-derived hemogenic cells were
individually index sorted to each well of 96-well containing AGM-EC in serum-free
media consisting of X-vivo 20 with recombinant cytokines: stem cell factor (SCF) and
receptor-type tyrosine protein kinase (FLT-3) each at 100 ng/ml, and interleukin-3 (IL-3)
and thrombopoietin (TPO) each at 20 ng/ml. Following 6 to 7 days of co-culture, each
well was visualized for hematopoietic colony formation and 50% of cells were harvested
by vigorous pipetting for phenotypic analysis by flow cytometry, and in some
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experiments, remaining cells were used for confirmatory transplantation assay as
previously described (Hadland et al., 2017; Hadland et al., 2018) and/or secondary
hematopoietic lineage potential assays (CFU assay and OP9 co-culture, described
below). For co-culture of bulk populations, sorted cells were re-suspended in serum-free
X-vivo 20 culture media with cytokines (excluding FLT-3) and plated at 3-5 embryo
equivalent of cells per 24-well containing AGM-EC. Following 6 to 7 days of co-culture,
hematopoietic progeny were harvested by vigorous pipetting for subsequent analysis by
flow cytometry and transplantation assays, as described below.
Flow cytometry analysis of cultured cells
Following co-culture, a fraction of the generated hematopoietic progeny was harvested
by vigorous pipetting from the EC layer for analysis of surface phenotype by flow
cytometry (approximately 10% per well of cells cultured in bulk on AGM-EC or
engineered conditions, or 50% of cells generated following single cell index culture on
AGM-EC). Cells were spun and re-suspended in PBS with 2% FBS, pre-incubated with
anti-mouse CD16/CD32 (FcRII block) and then stained with the following anti-mouse
monoclonal antibodies: VE-Cadherin-PeCy7, CD45-PerCP, Gr-1-FITC, F4/80-FITC,
Sca-1-APC, and EPCR-PE. DAPI was used to exclude dead cells. Flow cytometry was
performed on a Becton Dickinson Canto 2 and data analyzed using FlowJo Software.
Cells with HSC potential were identified phenotypically as VE-cadherin-/low CD45+Gr1F4/80-Sca1highEPCRhigh. We previously showed that detection of cells with this HSC
phenotype following in vitro culture correlated with long-term multilineage engraftment
as measured by transplantation assays performed in parallel, whereas hematopoietic
progeny without detectable phenotypic HSC did not provide detectable long-term
multilineage hematopoietic engraftment (Hadland et al., 2017; Hadland et al., 2018).
Transplantation assays
Following co-culture, a fraction of the generated hematopoietic progeny was harvested
by vigorous pipetting from the EC layer, washed with PBS with 2% FBS and resuspended in 100 ul PBS/2% FBS per mouse transplanted. For bulk co-culture
experiments on AGM-EC, the remaining 90% of cells in each well following flow
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cytometry analysis were pooled, washed with PBS with 2% FBS, and re-suspended at
2-3 embryo equivalent of cells per 100ul PBS/2% FBS, and combined with 5X104 whole
marrow cells from adult congenic C57BL/6.SJL-Ly5.1-Pep3b (CD45.1) mice in 100 ul
PBS/2% FBS to provide hematopoietic rescue. For some single cell index assays, to
validate the presence of functional HSC in colonies containing hematopoietic progeny
with phenotypic HSC (VE-cadherin-/lowCD45+Gr1-F4/80-Sca1highEPCRhigh) following coculture, the remaining 50% volume of each 96-well was harvested for transplantation to
individual mice, resuspended in 100ul, and combined with 1X105 CD45.1 whole marrow
cells in 100 ul PBS/2% FBS. Cell suspensions (200 ul total volume/mouse) were
injected into lethally irradiated (1,000 cGy using a Cesium source) congenic CD45.1
adult recipients via the tail vein. Flow cytometry analysis of peripheral blood obtained by
retro-orbital bleeds was performed at various intervals between 2 and 24 weeks
following transplantation. Lineage-specific staining for donor (CD45.2) and
recipient/rescue (CD45.1) cells from peripheral blood was performed as previously
described (Hadland et al., 2015), using anti-mouse monoclonal antibodies indicated in
the STAR Key Resources Table: CD45.1, CD45.2, CD3, CD19, Gr1, and F4/80.
Multilineage engraftment was defined >5% donor (CD45.2) contribution to the peripheral
blood with contribution to each lineage of donor myeloid (Gr-1 and F4/80), B cells
(CD19) and T-cells (CD3) detected at ≥0.5% at 16 to 24 weeks post-transplant, as
indicated.
Quantification of HSC and HPC colony-forming cells
Following single cell index co-cultures described above, each individual sorted cell was
classified based on its HSC potential. Specifically, single cells giving rise to colonies
with detectable HSC by phenotype analysis were categorized as HSC colony-forming
cells (HSC-CFC); those giving rise to colonies of CD45+ hematopoietic progeny lacking
phenotypic HSC were categorized as HPC colony-forming cells (HPC-CFC), and those
failing to give rise to detectable hematopoietic colonies were indicated as “no colony.”
Results from multiple, pooled index sort experiments from E9.5-E10 (19-30 sp) were
combined to quantify the total number of HSC-CFC and HPC-CFC within the VECadherin+CD61+EPCR+ (V+E+61+) sort gate detected per P-Sp/AGM (calculated based
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on the number of HPC-CFC or HSC-CFC detected, the number of embryo equivalents
used, and the fraction of cells in FACS that were index sorted, for each experiment)
(Summarized results in Figure 1B).
Secondary assays for hematopoietic lineage potential of HPC-CFC
CFU assay
Following flow cytometry analysis, a subset of hematopoietic colonies derived from
index-sorted HPC-CFC were harvested for colony-forming unit (CFU) assays and OP9
co-culture to evaluate for erythroid and myeloid, and B-and T-lymphoid potential,
respectively. In preparation for CFU assays, methylcellulose-based medium with
recombinant cytokines was plated to 96-well tissue culture plates. The remaining HPCCFC progeny following flow cytometry analysis were harvested by vigorous pipetting
from the EC layer, washed in serum-free media, and resuspended in serum-free media.
One third of the cells from each colony were added to individual 96-wells containing
methylcellulose/cytokines (the remaining 2/3 were used for OP9 co-culture described
below). Visual characterization of resultant CFU colonies—CFU-Erythroid (CFU-E),
CFU-macrophage (CFU-M), CFU-granulocyte (GFU-G), and CFUgranulocyte/macrophage (CFU-GM) was performed under a light microscope for 10-12
days.
OP9 co-culture assay
OP9 and OP9 DLL4-expressing (OP9-DLL4) cells were plated 24-48 hours prior to OP9
co-culture initiation at a density of 1X104 cells/well to gelatin-treated 24-well tissue
culture plates in OP9 media. On the day of co-culture, 1mL/well of OP9 co-culture
media containing FLT-3 and interleukin-7 (IL-7) at 5 ng/ml each was added to OP9 24wells in place of the OP9 media used for plating. The remaining 2/3 of HPC-CFC
progeny processed as described above were divided equally and plated to OP9 or OP9DLL4 coated wells.
After 6-7 days of co-culture, 10% of cells from the OP9 wells were harvested for flow
cytometry analysis. Cells were stained in PBS with 2% FBS containing anti-mouse
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CD16/32 (FcRII block) and monoclonal antibodies AA4.1 (PE), B220 (Per-CP), CD19
(APC), and CD11b (APC-eFluor780). DAPI was used to exclude dead cells and
contaminating GFP-expressing OP9 cells were excluded by gating on the FITCnegative population. Flow cytometry was performed on a Becton Dickinson Canto 2 and
data analyzed using FlowJo Software. Isotype control-stained cells were used to set
gates for analysis. B-lymphoid cells were identified phenotypically as CD11bAA4.1+CD19+B220+.
After 8-11 days of co-culture (or when cells began to overgrow), 10% of cells from OP9DLL4 co-culture were transferred to newly plated OP9-DLL4 wells. After an additional
10-13 days of culture (18-21 days total), 10% of cells from OP9-DLL4 wells were
harvested for flow cytometry analysis. Cells were stained in PBS with 2% FBS
containing anti-mouse CD16/32 (FcRII block) and monoclonal antibodies CD25 (PECy7), CD44 (APC), CD4 (PerCP), and CD8 (PE). DAPI was used to exclude dead cells,
and contaminating GFP-expressing OP9 stromal cells were excluded by gating on the
FITC-negative population. Flow cytometry was performed on a Becton Dickinson Canto
2 and data analyzed using FlowJo Software. Isotype control-stained cells were used to
set gates for analysis. T-cells were identified phenotypically as CD25+CD44-CD4+CD8+.
Quantification of progenitor colony-forming cells
Following CFU assays and OP9 co-culture as described above, the individual indexsorted HPC-CFC whose progeny were assessed in secondary assays for hematopoietic
lineage potential were further classified according to their particular progenitor
potentials. Specifically, HPC-CFC were sub-classified as myeloid progenitor colonyforming cells (Myeloid-CFC), erythromyeloid progenitor colony-forming cells (EMPCFC), lymphomyeloid progenitor colony-forming cells (LMP-CFC), or multilineage
progenitor colony-forming cells (MPP-CFC) according to the combination of myeloid,
erythroid, and lymphoid (B-cell and/or T-cell) output that each HPC-CFC gave rise to in
CFU and OP9 assays. Cells failing to give rise to detectable hematopoietic colonies
and/or hematopoietic output in CFU/OP9 assays were indicated as “no
colony/unknown”. Results from multiple, pooled index sort experiments from E9-E10
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(19-30 sp) were combined to quantify the total number of Myeloid-CFC, EMP-CFC,
LMP-CFC, and MPP-CFC within the VE-Cadherin+CD61+EPCR+ (V+E+61+) sort gate
detected per P-Sp/AGM (calculated based on the number of categorized progenitor
colonies detected, the number of embryo equivalents used, the fraction of cells in FACS
that were index sorted, and the fraction of progenitor colonies that were evaluated in
secondary hematopoietic lineage assays, for each experiment) (Summarized results in
Figure 2C).
Single cell RNA sequencing
For single cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) experiments, freshly sorted AGM-derived
cells were washed with PBS containing 0.04% ultrapure BSA and re-suspended in
0.04% ultrapure BSA in PBS on ice. Cell suspensions were loaded into the Chromium
Single Cell B Chip (10X Genomics) and processed in the Chromium single cell
controller (10X Genomics), targeting a maximum of 3200 cells per lane from freshly
sorted AGM-derived cells. The 10X Genomics Version 2 single cell 3’ kit was used to
prepare single cell mRNA libraries with the Chromium i7 Multiplex Kit, according to
manufacturer protocols. Sequencing was performed for pooled libraries from each
sample on an Illumina NextSeq 500 using the 75 cycle, high output kit, targeting a
minimum of 50,000 reads per cell. For AGM-derived V+61+E+ cells, scRNA-seq was
performed in two independent experiments from cells sorted from embryos pooled at E9
(27 embryos, 12-16 sp) and E9.5 (22 embryos, 15-27 sp), resulting in acquisition of
1843 individual high-quality cell sequences between E9 and E9.5. All sequencing data
has been uploaded to NCBI GEO (accession number GSE171457).
Single cell transcriptome analysis and quality control.
The Cell Ranger 2.1.1 pipeline (10X Genomics) was used to align reads to the mm10
reference genome and generate feature barcode matrix, filtering low-quality cells using
default parameters. The Monocle3 (v.3.2.3.0) platform was used for downstream
analysis, combining data for cells from each individual sample (as described above) for
downstream analysis, using a negative binomial model of distribution with fixed
variance, normalizing expression matrices by size factors. Counts for UMI (unique
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molecular identifiers) and unique genes expressed per cell are shown in boxplots in
supplementary figures for each sample (showing median values and interquartile
ranges; upper/lower whiskers show 1.5X interquartile range with outliers shown as
individual dots). Cells with low UMI counts (<5000), and cells with low genes per cell
(<1000) were removed.
Dimensionality reduction, batch correction, and cluster analysis.
The preprocessCDS() function was used to project the data onto the top principal
components (default settings), and the alignCDS() function (Haghverdi et al., 2018) was
used to remove batch effects between samples using a “mutual nearest neighbor”
algorithm, Batchelor (v.1.2.4). Uniform Manifold Approximation (UMAP) was used for
dimensionality reduction with the reduceDimension() function, with
reduction_method=’UMAP’. set.seed was used to specify the number of seeds to avoid
variability in output due to a random number generator in the function. Clustering was
performed with the clusterCells function, with resolution=3E-2 (Figure 3A). Given
scattered expression of Cxcr4 transcript (suggesting low level expression and gene
drop-out inherent to scRNAseq data) clusters were classified as Cxcr4-positive or
Cxcr4-negative based on threshold detection of Cxcr4 transcript in >5% of cells in each
cluster (Figure 3C), resulting in classification of Cxcr4-positive cells comparable to the
expected percentage of CXCR4+ cells by flow cytometry (see Figure 1).
Cell type classification
Cell type classification was performed using the Garnett package (v.0.2.15) within
Monocle 3. Marker gene sets based on established cell type-specific genes (listed
below) were used to train a classifier data (using the train_cell_classifier function with
default settings) and classify cell types (using the the classify_cells function). Using this
method, a small population of cells remains unclassified rather than imputing cell types
for all cells in the scRNA-seq dataset. Cell type classifications were used for all
downstream analyses.
Cell Type

Genes Expressed

Genes not expressed

Unspecified EC

Etv2, Nr2f2

Runx1, Gfi1, Dll4, Ptprc
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Early arterial EC

Dll4, Efnb2

Runx1, Gfi1, Etv2, Ptprc, Cd44, Gja5

Mature arterial EC

Cd44, Gja5

Runx1, Gfi1, Etv2, Ptprc

HE

Runx1, Gfi1

Etv2, Ptprc

HPC

Ptprc

Gene set scores
Gene set scores were calculated for each single cell as the log-transformed sum of the
size factor-normalized expression for each gene in published signature gene sets or
from the Molecular Signatures Database (https://www.gseamsigdb.org/gsea/msigdb/index.jsp) including: arterial EC marker genes (Aranguren et
al., 2013; Luo et al., 2021; Xu et al., 2018), HSC signature genes (Cabezas-Wallscheid
et al., 2017; Chambers et al., 2007; Rodriguez-Fraticelli et al., 2020; Wilson et al.,
2015), HSC self-renewal genes (Asai et al., 2012; Ficara et al., 2008; Frelin et al., 2013;
Jankovic et al., 2007; Jeong et al., 2009; Jude et al., 2007; Kataoka et al., 2011;
Mallaney et al., 2019; Matsumoto et al., 2011; McMahon et al., 2007; RodriguezFraticelli et al., 2020; Taoudi et al., 2011; Venkatraman et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2016),
HE signature genes (Hou et al., 2020), AGM HSC genes (Vink 2020), Dll4-regulated
Myc target genes (Luo et al., 2021), hallmark Myc target genes: https://www.gseamsigdb.org/gsea/msigdb/cards/HALLMARK_MYC_TARGETS_V1, https://www.gseamsigdb.org/gsea/msigdb/cards/HALLMARK_MYC_TARGETS_V2, diapause signature
genes (Boroviak et al., 2015; Dhimolea et al., 2021; Duy et al., 2021), senescence
signature genes (Duy et al., 2021; Fridman and Tainsky, 2008) and cell
cycle/proliferation genes (Srivatsan et al., 2020; Tirosh et al., 2016). Violin plots of
gene-set scores based on cell types were generated using the ggplot functions
geom_violin and geom_boxplot (boxplots show median values and interquartile ranges;
upper/lower whiskers show 1.5X interquartile range). For statistical analysis between
Cxcr4-negative HE and Cxcr4-postitive HE, Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test (ggupbr package
v0.4.0) was used to calculate P values as indicated. Correlation between gene set
scores are shown in scatter plots (limited to HE celltype, indicated as Cxcr4-negative
HE and Cxcr4-postitive HE) generated using the ggplot functions geom_point and
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geom_smooth with method set to lm (linear model) to calculate a best fit regression line
with 95% confidence intervals indicated by gray shadow.
Pseudotime analysis
Pseudotime trajectory analysis was performed using the learnGraph function (with
prune_graph=T and ncenter=300 settings to exclude minor trajectories that are not
biologically meaningful). The order_cells function was used to calculate where each cell
falls in pseudotime. Initial pseudotime was set to cells expressing genes associated with
unspecified EC as this represents the most immature cell type in the development
hierarchy.
Gene module analysis
Gene module analysis was performed using the graph_test functions, which uses a
spatial autocorrelation analysis (Moran’s I) that is effective in finding genes that vary in
single-cell RNA-seq datasets (Cao et al., 2019), and the find_gene_modules function to
group genes into modules. For the graph_test function, neighbor_graph was set to
“principle graph” to identify modules of genes that co-vary as a function of pseudotime.
For the find_gene_modules, resolution was set to 4E-3. Scaled expression scores for
gene modules were plotted in UMAP (Figure 3G). Moran’s i and q-values (based on
FDR, with FDR<0.05 considered significant) are reported for each gene in the identified
gene modules (Table S2). Gene module expression scores were plotted as a function of
cluster and cell type to identify modules most specifically associated with regions of
UMAP space containing Cxcr4-positive and Cxcr4-negative HE (see Figure S3H).
Differential gene expression
Differential gene expression was performed using regression analysis with the
fit_models() and coefficient_table() functions in Monocle 3, to identify genes that were
differentially expressed based on significance values (q value) adjusted for multiple
hypothesis testing using the Benjamini and Hochberg correction method. Adjusted q
value <0.05 was considered significant. Cxcr4-positive and Cxcr4-negative HE (by cell
type classification) were compared for this analysis, to identify differentially expressed
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genes in the whole genome (genome-wide, limited to genes expressed in at least 10
cells in the cell data set) (full gene list provided in Table S4). AGM HSC signature
genes (Vink et al., 2020) and compiled adult HSC signature genes from published data
sets (Cabezas-Wallscheid et al., 2017; Chambers et al., 2007; Rodriguez-Fraticelli et
al., 2020; Wilson et al., 2015) were used identify the subset of genes in Cxcr4-positive
vs Cxcr4-negative HE that overlap with HSC signature genes (Figure S4D, C).
Gene ontology (GO) analysis
Gene enrichment analysis was performed using two online functional annotations tools,
DAVID v6.8 (Huang et al., 2009a; b) or AmiGO v2.5.13 (Ashburner et al., 2000; Carbon
et al., 2009; Gene Ontology, 2021). Lists of gene short names for genes found to be
significantly upregulated in CXCR4-postive or CXCR4-negative HE were uploaded and
mapped to database gene IDs. Functional annotation clustering was performed to
identify overrepresented GO-terms for biological processes. Specifically, the ‘GO-FAT’
and ‘GO biological process complete’ algorithms were used for analysis with DAVID and
AmiGO, respectively. The top 10 GO-terms from each analysis, as defined by
Bonferroni corrected p-values, are reported graphically (Figure S4A, B), while the full
analysis can be found in Table S4.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Statistical analyses of colony frequencies were conducted with Prism. Data are
expressed as mean +/- standard error (s.e.m), and n indicates biological repeats, unless
indicated otherwise. P values calculated by student t-test unless otherwise indicated.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
Supplementary Table 1. Peripheral blood engraftment of clonal progeny of HSC-CFC
and CXCR4+/- bulk sorted populations (Related to Figure 1E, G).
Supplementary Table 2. Module-specific genes expressed in modules associated with
Cxcr4-positive clusters (module 9) and Cxcr4-negative clusters (module 15) (Related to
Figure 3C, G, Figure S3H).
Supplementary Table 3. Signature/marker genes from published studies/annotated
databases used for gene-set scores. (Related to Fig. 3E, 4B-D, Supplementary Fig. 3G,
4D).
Supplementary Table 4. Significantly differentially upregulated genes in Cxcr4-positive
HE and Cxcr4-negative HE, and the biological process GO-Terms associated with these
gene lists.
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Supplementary Figure 1 (Related to Figure 1). A-B. Correlation of clonal HSC-CFC
and HPC-CFC with surface expression of CXCR4 and CD41, CD43, and CD45 on
individual index-sorted V+E+61+ cells at E9.5. C. Gating strategy with isotype controls for
CXCR4 (IgG2b PE) within the population sorted as positive for VE-Cadherin and EPCR
(left panels), and expression of CXCR4 in the P-Sp/AGM-derived V+E+ population at
E9.5 (22-29 sp)(right panels). D. Post-sort purity analysis for CXCR4+ (top) and CXCR4(bottom) bulk-sorted populations from the E9.5 V+E+ population in (A). Gates set
according to isotype control. E. Flow cytometry for phenotypic HSC following co-culture
of sorted CXCR4+ (top) and CXCR4- (bottom) populations with AGM-EC.
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Supplementary Figure 2 (Related to Figure 2). A-B. Correlation of clonal
hematopoietic lineage potential with CXCR4, CD41, CD43, and CD45 expression of
individual HPC-CFC from two independent experiments at E9.5. Multipotent (MPPCFC), lymphomyeloid (LMP-CFC), erythromyeloid (EMP-CFC), and myeloid colonyforming cells (Myeloid-CFC). No colony/unknown (gray) indicates absence of detectable
hematopoietic output following AGM-EC or secondary CFU/OP9 assays.
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Supplementary Figure 3 (Related to figure 3). A. Sort strategy and post-sort analysis
for E9 and E9.5 P-Sp V+E+61+ cells isolated for scRNA-seq. B. Counts of UMI and
unique genes expressed per cell for E9 and E9.5 P-Sp-derived cell samples after
filtering low-quality cells. Boxplots show median values and interquartile ranges;
upper/lower whiskers show 1.5X interquartile range with outliers shown as individual
dots. C. UMAP of 1,841 single cell transcriptomes from 49 embryos, with cells colored
by embryo stage/sample. D. Unbiased cluster analysis by Leiden community detection.
E-F. Clusters containing somitic (E, clusters 4, 21) and mature HPC (F, cluster 23) with
expression heatmaps of relevant genes. G. Left: Heatmap of gene-set scores for arterial
EC-defining transcription factors (Aranguren et al., 2013), Dll4-dependent arterial EC
genes (Luo et al., 2021), HSC signature genes (Chambers et al., 2007), serialengrafting HSC signature genes (Rodriguez-Fraticelli et al., 2020), dormant HSC
signature gene (Cabezas-Wallscheid et al., 2017), and AGM HSC signature genes
(Vink et al., 2020), Right: Violin plots of gene set scores by cell type, and by Cxcr4+ vs
Cxcr4- HE. P values indicate Wilcoxon rank-sum test. H. Heatmap of gene expression
modules based on cluster (top panel) and cell type (bottom panel). Red outline indicates
Cxcr4+ clusters (as defined in Figure 3C).
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Supplementary Figure 4 (Related to Figure 4). A-B. Top gene ontology terms
ordered by corrected P value for biological processes amongst genes significantly
enriched in Cxcr4-positive (A) vs Cxcr4-negative (B) HE. C-D. Genes significantly
enriched in Cxcr4-positive HE (C) verses Cxcr4-negative HE (D) that overlap with E11
AGM HSC (Vink et al., 2020) or adult HSC signature genes (Cabezas-Wallscheid et al.,
2017; Chambers et al., 2007; Rodriguez-Fraticelli et al., 2020; Wilson et al., 2015).
Genes in red indicate dormant HSC signature gene (Cabezas-Wallscheid et al., 2017)
E. Correlation of gene set-scores for Dll4-dependent arterial EC genes (Luo et al., 2021)
with gene set scores for HSC self-renewal gene set scores, AGM HSC signature genes
(Vink et al., 2020), adult dormant HSC signature genes (Cabezas-Wallscheid et al.,
2017), and HE signature genes (Hou et al., 2020) amongst Cxcr4- and Cxcr4+ HE. F.
Left: Heatmap of gene-set scores for Hallmark Myc Target Genes (Set V1, V2),
Diapause signature genes (Boroviak et al., 2015), and Senescence signature genes
(Fridman and Tainsky, 2008). Right: Violin plots of gene set scores by cell type, and by
Cxcr4-positive vs Cxcr4-negative HE. P values indicate Wilcoxon rank-sum test. G.
Correlation of gene set-scores for Hallmark Myc Target Genes (V2) with gene set
scores for HSC self-renewal gene set scores, Dll4-dependent arterial EC genes (Luo et
al., 2021), adult dormant HSC signature genes (Cabezas-Wallscheid et al., 2017), and
HE signature genes (Hou et al., 2020) amongst Cxcr4- and Cxcr4+ HE.
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